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PACKAGING
is the single biggest driver
of sales increases in the
world.
- Muhtar Kent, CEO Coca-Cola
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New International Expo Centre, Pudong,
Shanghai, China from 8th to 11th April.
This year witnessed a record participation
from India and it was wonderful that
WICMA too was a part of it.

Dear Members,
I hope after the re-election of the incumbent political formation we
will see a continuation of the policies and that should give hope
to business and industry in general. The expectation of normal
monsoon should also hold our agro economy in good stead. On
the raw material front also although the slide in kraft paper prices
has been arrested, the high starch prices continue to be a cause of
concern. With the manpower crisis also easing out with conclusion
of the seasonal labor vacation period, I hope we can look forward
to healthy growth in the year ahead. It gives me great pleasure to
extend a warm welcome to all of you.
WICMA R & D Centre has been continuing its activities with good
response from members. The popular 3-day Practical Testing course
was held from 25th to 27th March 2019 and 06th to 08th May
2019. The presence of participants hailing from Surat, Pune, Jalgaon,
Aurangabad and Palghat, Kerala was very encouraging. WICMA,
Marathwada Division held a Seminar on 15th March 2019 at Hotel
Grand Kailash, Aurangabad. The topics were “How to increase profit
Margins in Cost Competitive Environment” and “Insurance – The
Effective Business Protection Tool.” There were about 40 participants
for this seminar where the speakers were Mr Ramkumar Sunkara
and Mr Vishnu Agarwal. Further the popular FCBM Course 2-day
Comprehensive Course in Corrugated Packaging was held in Pune
on 18th & 19th April 2019at Auto Cluster Development & Research
Institute, Pune. Our entire team of WICMA Deccan Division worked
very hard to organize this event and the efforts were rewarded with
a participation of more than 100 delegates to this event.

It is also a matter of great pride for us
that Velvin Paper Products, headed by
our popular Past President, Mr. Vincent
Mathias was honoured with Word
Corrugated Awards 2019 launched
concurrent to SinoCorrugated 2019. They
won the 2nd Prize under New Factory
Planning Category proving that members from WICMA can match
step with the best in the world.
Our Vidarbha Division Convener Mr Kirtikumar Gandhi took the lead
in organising a meeting between FCBM Office Bearers, FCBM New
Market Development Committee (NMDC) and Union Minister Mr
Nitin Gadkari in New Delhi. The focus of the meeting was to promote
the use of corrugated packaging in horticulture packaging. His
efforts opened the channels for formal discussions with the decision
making powers to promote the use of corrugated packaging and
opening up bright prospects for our industry in the years to come.
I am sure most of you have registered for our industry event the 48th
FCBM Conference to be hosted by RCBMA in the pink city of Jaipur
at Hotel Fairmont from 20th to 22nd December. The registrations
are picking up and the hosts RCBMA have requested me to ensure
participation from WICMA in large numbers.
I, along with my team of Office Bearers and WICMA Secretariat look
forward to communications from you. Please feel to approach us
with your suggestions and feedback.

A large number of WICMA members along with our WICMA Office
Bearers travelled to the SinoCorrugated 2019 held in at the Shanghai

Editorial
Friends,
With the onset of monsoon, our Industry faces
severe hardship to control moisture & maintain
box quality to the satisfaction of customers. In
this context we are carrying a research article on
moisture content which I hope will enhance your efforts in this
endeavour.
Our usual topics - Design Idea, Innovations, Believe it or not, will
give you latest insights of the industry.
We are continuing Formats with more useful ones especially for ISO
certified units.
In Corru-Clinic from this issue we are carrying one of the Industry’s
famous ‘Ask Ralph’ series. Hope this adds to the knowledge bank
of members.

Research

Moisture Content:

A Key Issue for Manufacturing &
Printing of Corrugated Board
By Sonam Verma
Abstract: Corrugated board has become quite
versatile material in today’s modern packaging
world. The Corrugated board manufacturers and
printers need to concentrate more on quality
in order to meet higher customer expectation.
Moisture content is a parameter which decides
the ultimate end user properties and qualities
of the corrugated board. This paper highlights
the effect Of moisture content on corrugated
board manufacturing and printing. The work was
carried out at Janus Packaging Pvt. Ltd., Baddiand
moisture content data was collected on daily basis.
The results Clearly indicated that 8-12% moisture
content is most suitable for corrugated board need
to taken into consideration by manufacturers as
well as printers.
Keywords:
Relative
humidity,
Moisture,
Scumming, Ink peeling, Crisp, Temperature, Flute,
Liner, Curling.
Introduction The global packaging industry is
valued at 540 billion USD and is expected to
touch the 1000 billion mark by 2025. The Indian
Packaging Industry is valued at 18 billion USD and is
expected to grow at 15-20%. Thus, India is poised
to become the biggest and the most influential
market in the Asia-Pacific region. According to
experts, the growth of packaging industry will
out perform the GDP growth in emerging markets
in the years to come. Corrugated boxes are easy
to recognize. Corrugated is made of paper and
has an arched layer, called “fluting,” between
smooth sheets, called “liner.” The corrugated most
commonly used to make boxes has one layer of
fluting between two smooth sheets. But there are
many types of corrugated available, each with
different flute sizes and thicknesses. Corrugated
is a rigid shipping and packaging medium that
can be cut and folded into an infinite variety
of shapes and sizes, constructed to an almost
scientific specification, even allowing direct print
with high resolution graphics. This very effective
form of transit packaging that provides protection,

identification, economy and performance as it
protects the product it packs across the globe is
corrugated. Corrugated offers almost unlimited
possible combinations of board types, flute sizes,
paper weights, adhesive types, treatments
and coatings. Corrugated can be printed by
Flexographic, litho offset and silk screen. This
is why corrugated packaging is known as an
effective sales and marketing medium -”the silent
salesman”. Corrugated Board is made from papers
made up from cellulose fibres, which are virgin
or recycled. This makes corrugated a renewable
natural resource. Corrugated are a complete, highperformance material design, manufacturing and
delivery system. Moisture and water levels have a
big impact on the physical behaviourof corrugated
board. In wintertime, when cool outside air is
sucked into the factory, the air contains less water
after heating than it could. So, there is a drop in
relative humidity levels consequently occurs. Such
changes in environmental properties inside the
factory may possibly effects the various corrugated
board manufacturing and printing problems.
Manufacturing
Corrugated board is manufactured from a number
of special layers, called fluting medium and
linerboard. In the classical corrugators, the paper is
humidified by means of high pressure steam. The
humidity aims to soften the paper fibreso that the
formation of flute and consequently gluing would
go smoothly. The process adds a considerable
amount of water to the papers. After formation
of the board, this humidity has to be removed by
drying. For this newly formed corrugated board
is heated from the bottom by hot plates (Fig.1).
It arrives to the corrugators on large rolls. At the
single facer, it is heated, moistened and formed
into a fluted pattern on geared wheels. This is
joined to a flat linerboard with a starch based
adhesive to form single face board. At the double
backer, a second flat liner board is adhered to the
other side of the fluted medium to form single wall
corrugated board.
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Importers and Stockist of :
• Virgin Kraft
• Semi Chemical Fluting
• Coated & Uncoated White Top Kraft Liner
• High BF and Low GSM Kraft Paper for Paper Bags
• Exporters of :
• Test Liner & Fluting Medium

BF Range : 12 BF - 40 BF
GSM Range : 80 gsm to 500 gsm

Add.: C-56/57, Akurli Industrial Estate, Akurli Road,
Kandivali (East), Mumbai - 400 101. India.
Phone : 91-22-40712500 • Email : sales@neptunepaper.com
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The paper is hygroscopic in nature, so adsorption
occurs due to humidity, temperature and adhesive
level. However, humidity influences the strength
and stability of the material which is a disadvantage
of corrugated board. There is a no. of converting
process i.e. printing, slotting, folding and gluing.
Quality should be controlled at each and every step
in in-factory by checking the moisture % of paper/
board to be used. Common flutes are “A”, “B”, “C”,
“E” and “F” or micro flute.

Brown paper
MEK solution
Buffer solution
Pantone colors
Gold, Silver foils
Dying color pens
ph strips
Double sided tape

Used for creasing on manual
punching m/c
Solvent
Measures the ph of paper
Printing
Embossing
Ink hold ability in film
Measures ph of paper
surface
For sample check

Research Objective
To analyze the effect of Moisture content of
corrugated board on its Physical properties and
Printability.
l

To analyze the effect of moisture % during
manufacturing of corrugated board.

l

To analyze the effect of moisture content after
manufacturing of corrugated board.

l

To analyze the effect of moisture content after
printing of Paperboard (Duplex board).

Research Methodology
The work was carried out at Janus Packaging Pvt.
Ltd., Baddiand data was collected on daily basis.
The materials and methods used in the study are
summarized as:
Raw materials

Function

Duplex board (G/B, W/B)

Board for printing
Printing on non-absorbent
surfaces like foil laminated
boards & Plastic sheets
with the help of UV inks on
printed objects.

Met Pet Silver film

Kraft paper for both Ply &
Flute making
CMYK inks (U.V)
Arets 90209
BOPP Film
Starch based gum, PVA
IPA
Ethyl
Fevicol Gum
Base coat
CITO PRO
Die (Laser/ Manual)

Methods
There are a no. of Instruments and Mathematical
tools for measuring the quality standards that are
summarized as:
1.

Hot air oven: -Hot air oven used for moisture
dryness. Its range upto300’c. It is used for
measuring stacking strength, edgewise
compression during transportation at a
temperature of 60’c for half hour. It is also used
for all type of coating i.e. varnishing, adhesive,
gum, U.V coating, drip off etc at a temperature
of 60’c-105’c. It is used to measure the solid
content for a particular substance at a proper
temperature for 1 hr.

2.

Moisture meter: -Moisture meter is used
to measure the moisture content of paper
and paperboard. The moisture content is the
%age of the part of water in board in normal
condition is the moisture content of board.
If the moisture content is low: cracking at
punching, if it is high: ink drying will be slow,
and results in set off problem. When boards
kept in open it gets wavy.

Liners
Printing
Texture/Driff off
Lamination
Sheet Pasting
Solvent
Solvent
Side pasting
It is used on metallic films
as a coat to adhere U.V inks
on the substrate
Creasing lines
Punching

3
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3.

4.

Digital weighing balance: -Grammage of
paper and paperboard is the weight per unit
surface area of paper / paperboard
Bursting strength tester: -Bursting strength
tester is used in this maximum hydrostatic
pressure required to rupture the sample by
constantly increasing the pressure applied
through a rubber diaphragm on 1.20 -inch
diameter sample. It is used to measure the
strength of paperboard/ carton.

5.

Thickness meter: -It is the perpendicular
distance between the two principle surfaces.
It is used to measure the thickness of paper/
board.

6.

Ford cup tester: -It is used to measure the
viscosity of adhesive/ Gum that is used in
corrugation while (flute making, sheet pasting
and side pasting). The adhesive viscosity
depends on the type of adhesive used.

7.

Scuff resistance: -It is used to check the
bonding of ink with paperboard (at 300
rounds). Scuff Resistance Tester rubs two
printed surfaces against each other (face-toface) in the same plane, at the same speed
(60 rpm), under a constant rubbing pressure.

8.

Cobb tester: -It is used to measure the water
absorption %age that is called as Cobb value.
If Cobb value of paperboard is more that it
absorbs more moisture content.

9.

PH meter: -The pH probe measures pH as the
activity of the hydrogen cations is surrounding
a thin-walled glass bulb at its tip.

Data Collection
1.

How does moisture % vary during
manufacturing of corrugated board for Job1,
Job2, & Job3:-

Data Analysis
2.

Effect of moisture content after manufacturing
of corrugated board (after 4hr):-

Moisture % Variation

Effect of moisture %

Below 8%

Crisp, easy to breakdown

11-13%

Less curl occurs, package
fails.

8-12%

Ok Standard without release
of ink and coating.

14-17%

More curl, so creasing is
not done. Ink Peeling off
during Creasing, Scuff test
fails at 130 rounds.

3.

Effect of moisture content after printing of
paperboard:-

Moisture % Variation

Effect / Defect

Less than 9-12

Pinking & Plunking

Equal to 9-12

Standard

More than 9-12

Scumming, Ink peeling off
at crease line

Result & Discussion
1.

Effect of Moisture during Manufacturing: -As
it is clearfrom graph 1 the moisture content
of paper rises during manufacturing from In
feed paper machine (2-7 %) to online sheet
pasting (15-18%). It might be due to the
contact of corrugated board with adhesive
causing moisture to become high. But after
4 hours the moisture content of corrugated
board is found decreased due to its high
absorbency and formation of equilibrium with
the ambient conditions. The similar trend was
found in all four jobs.

Jobs

Infeed
Paper m.c

Outfeed (in
flute making)

Online
After 4hr
sheet pasting

Room Temp.

R.H

Job-1

5-6%

10-16%

14-18%

11-17%

21ºC

50%

Job-2

6-8%

8-15%

16-18%

10-18%

22ºC

45%

Job-3

5-7%

8-12%

10-17%

9-14%

22ºC

45%
5

2.

Effect of Moisture Content after Manufacturing
of Corrugated Board (After 4 hrs): -In graph 2,
after 4 hours of its manufacturing, if moisture
content is found less than 8%, the corrugated
board starts crisping. Also moisture content
beyond 12 % causes the corrugated board to
have curling in it. The moisture content from
8%to 12% give maximum good results after
4 hours. Hence it is considered standard for
corrugated board manufacturing.

3.

Effect of Moisture Content during and after
Printing: -In graph 3, for the job 1 during
Printing, if moisture content is less than 9 %,
it causes picking or plucking in the corrugated
board. 9-12% moisture content is found most

suitable forcorrugated board, causing no
problems during printing. Beyond this, the
moisturecauses Scumming, ink peeling off
line, misregister and delamination in various
job, dependingupon the finishing and other
specifications to be done on the job etc.

Conclusion :

6

1.

During manufacturing and printing of corrugated
board, the control over its moisturecontent
decides its end user properties and printability.

2.

The moisture content of corrugated board rises
during its various manufacturingoperations
starting from feeding till its final pasting is
done.

3.

During printing the low moisture content causes
the corrugated board to become crispand
brittle, on the other hand the excess moisture
may result into Scumming, ink peeling offline,
misregister and delamination in various job,
depending upon the job types,specifications
and degree of finishing to be done on the job
etc.

4.

During manufacturing or printing 8-12 %
moisture in corrugated board give best
resultsneed to be taken into consideration by
corrugated board manufacturers and printers
both. Asmall deviation may exist in this
standard depending upon specifications and
degree of finishin the job.

This is an environmentally aware
charging bag for smartphone charging
bag made of 100% corrugated board.
The packaging protects smartphone
when charging, while it at the same time
always remains handy & ready to use. It
is ideally suited for seasonal campaigns,
personalisation & expressive designs.

Innovations

Smartphone Charging Bag

Thimmdeveloped a corrugated cardboard charging
bag as a promotional item equipped with a 2-in1 function. The sustainable promotional item was
also distinguished with the Promotional Gift Award
2019 in the “Giveaways” category.
The international promotional article competition
has already been honouring creative and boldly
realised promotional items since 2003. This
year, the sustainable charging bag of corrugated
cardboard won in the “giveaways” category.
The promotional item of corrugated cardboard
is suitable for all of the usual smart phones and
smart watches. For example, this sustainable
promotional item creates added value in the hotel
industry: it can be used as a “Do not disturb” or
“Please clean the room” door plate during the
stay in the hotel. The promotional item serves the
function of a charging bag for departing guests.
Smart phones and smart watches, as well as the
cable can be stored within it while charging and it
can be securely fixed to the socket.
Source: http://www.pulpapernews.com
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WICMA News

®

Practical Testing Course
3-day Practical Testing course was held from
25th to 27th March 2019. 9 participants hailing
from Surat, Pune, Jalgaon, Aurangabad and
Palghat, Kerala participated in this course.
Another course was held from 6th to 8th May
2019. There were 4 students.

Visit to Sino Corrugated 2019
About 700 delegates from FCBM
visited the Sino Corrugated 2019
Exhibition held from 8th to 11th April
2019 at Shanghai, China. There were
about 60 members from WICMA.

8

Comprehensive Course in
Corrugated Packaging
WICMA conducted the Twoday Comprehensive Course in
Corrugated Packaging on 18th
& 19th April at Auto Cluster
Development & Research
Institute Pune, under the
aegis of the FCBM Seminar &
Workshop Committee.
The course was attended by
101 participants who came
from all over Maharashtra and
some from Gujarat also.
Shri
Ramkumar
Sunkara,
Chairman,
Seminars
&
Workshops Sub- Committee,
Shri Bhaskar Reddy & Shri
Sanjay Bothra were the faculty
members. On completion of
course all participants were
awarded Certificates by FCBM
President Shri K. Arunachallam.
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Industry News

Five key trends that are changing the future
of the corrugated packaging market
The corrugated packaging market is growing
quickly, helped by the explosion of e-commerce
and developments in digital printing
technologies.
The global corrugated packaging market is
growing faster than expected, confounding some
predictions that forecast a slowdown in corrugated
consumption. A downturn in demand in China and
the banning of contaminated recycled paper stocks
has not fully materialised.
Smithers Pira’s report says -this market is
increasing, growing around 3.7% annually to reach
$300 billion in 2023. The report also reveals that
the electrical goods end-use sector will see the
highest levels of growth.

E-commerce
E-commerce retail sales are continuing to rocket,
with estimates of around 20% annual growth in
e-commerce trade in Europe.
Global online sales are expected to be over $5.5
trillion in 2023. This will have a profound impact
on packaging demand, especially in the corrugated
industry as it represents 80% of demand in
e-commerce.
The increasingly complex logistics chain for direct
to consumer delivery –e-commerce packages are
expected to be handled up to 20 times or more
during standard distribution –means there is new
demand for cost-effective secondary corrugated
board packaging.
Demands from brand owners are now being felt
by the converting industry as many brands now
require the secondary pack to carry their image into
the home, not just the retail outlet. This increases
the need for converters to produce high-quality
graphic designs on the shippers themselves.

Fit-to-product
Born out of e-commerce has been the advent of
fit-to-product (FtP) or box-on-demand systems,
driven in particular by the needs of dedicated

e-commerce sellers such as Amazon and Staples.
This technology enables the production of
customised secondary packaging based on the
exact size of the product being packed, including
irregular shapes. For the end-user this eliminates
the need for large inventories of standard-sized
boxes which often require copious amounts of
filler material.
As FtP platforms become more popular, there will
be more demand for boards sold as fanfold, as well
as finishing equipment, such as printers, that can
operate with them.
Major moves are being undertaken to capitalise
on this growth market. WestRock for example
acquired Plymouth Packaging. Based in Michigan
it derives 70% of its sales from its BoD systems
and corrugated fanfold, together with its equity
interest in Panotec and exclusive right to distribute
Panotec’s equipment in the US and Canada.

Sustainability
Corrugated board is proving popular in packaging
as sustainability becomes a more important issue
across the value chain –it is easy to recycle and
the pulp and paper industry is already adept at
converting these into new generations of container
board. These qualities mean there has been a rise
in popularity of corrugated protective formats over
polymer based alternatives, such as expanded
polystyrene (EPS) foams.
13

While light weighting of board has long been
affecting the corrugated industry, right weighting,
and rightsizing are playing an increasingly
important role in this market, not only in response
to consumer demand for efficient packaging, but
also in response to the logistics chain’s adoption
of dimensional weight (DIM) pricing. In some
instances substituting to a heavier board grade can
have a beneficial impact overall as it allows for the
elimination of additional protective elements,
The desire to minimise the volume of air being
shipped within all delivery channels means that
in some instances there have been significant cost
increases. For example a 32-pack of toilet rolls
costs an estimated 37% more to ship using charges
based on dimensions, rather than simple weight.
Light weighting has been particularly successful
in Western Europe, where box weights are now
typically about 80% of US weights. The importance
of light weighting will continue to be felt over the
coming years as retailers look to save costs as well
as appealing to end users.

Retail changes
Retail-ready packaging has established itself as a
major cost saver for retailers, especially in Western
Europe. This ongoing profit pressure is providing
an impetus to use more retail ready formats as
a labour-saving solution, as it is estimated that
these secondary packaging formats can reduce
shelf restocking and handling costs by up to
50%. It is also particularly popular with sales into
convenience stores or discount retailers such as
Aldiand Walmart. For brands it gives the added
bonus of giving them greater control over the
presentation of their goods within the retail space.
The expansion of e-commerce trade into the
grocery sector is likely to have a slight impact on

retail-ready packaging use as online sales do not
require these pack types.
Corrugated cases will still be used to ship goods to
an online retailers warehouse or ‘fulfilment centre’
but these do not need to be retail-ready formats.
The emergence of subscription box and meal kit
services –which offer direct-to-consumer delivery
of specialist food using a weekly or monthly
subscription –are providing some new opportunity
for corrugated board suppliers with deliveryfriendly formats containing goods within a die-cut
interior.

Digital printing advancements
As the digital print market matures, the corrugated
sector, while still in its infancy, has developed a
growing appetite for adoption of the process, and
systems are now being developed to address the
demands of the high-volume liner and post-print
markets.
The flexibility of run-lengths, savings in set-up
costs, the ability to personalise either relating
to brands, regions, stores or individuals, and the
level of quality now available through the latest
technologies all combine to create a ‘perfect storm’
of growth opportunities for converters and printers.

Brand owners are recognising the opportunities
to grow dwindling brand loyalty through greater
engagement with their customer base provided by
these technological developments, and industry
leaders see packaging as an important component
in the creation of a memorable shopping experience
that users will want to share via social media, which
can drive marketing, encourage repeat business
and attract new customers.
Source: https://www.smitherspira.com
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Corru Clinic

Corn Vs. Tapioca,
Adapting the Formula for
Corrugating

Ruelasks,
My question is regarding the types of starch.
Between corn & tapioca, will one provide better
bonding in the Corrugator or are they both so
similar that it makes no difference?
We are planning to experiment with tapioca
starch because it is cheaper per ton/kilo, but I
want to make sure we are not sacrificing quality
for cost. Also relevant to this, do you know of a
generic adhesive formulation of tapioca? We are
more familiar with cornstarch and we have no
experience with tapioca. Do they have different
reaction to caustic soda, etc.
We have experience with both tapioca and
corn starch, in the US we are using corn starch
almost exclusively but tapioca starch is being
used extensively in Asia. There are no significant
bonding differences between the two starches.
Both starches have similar granule structure,
gel temp, & similar amylose/amylopectinratios,
although tapioca has larger amylose molecular
weight on average. The largest differences in
corrugating adhesives are the critical caustic values
and alkali sensitivity of tapioca starch, and this will
vary by region, growing condition, or age of the
root before it is processed.
Tapioca starch has a lower critical caustic level,
meaning less caustic is required to swell the
granule compared to corn starch. The simple
adjustment here is to lower the amount of caustic
in the formula, and that needs to realistically be
done in the field with the tapioca starch being
employed. I would recommend lowering caustic
10% relative to a corn starch formulation as a
start, then adjusting caustic further based on the
gel temp of the adhesive.

The bigger issue by far is the alkali sensitivity of
tapioca starch, which as I indicated varies day to
day, root to root, and by process conditions. We
ran an audit of unmodified tapioca starch from
our Thailand facility and saw variations of 400%
daily over a two week period. As a result, many
corrugators will use very low viscosity formulations
so they can absorb potential swelling from the
starch. Many in Asia and Australia have moved to
hybrid systems like the Rapidbondmixer or more
accurately no-carrier formulations. In No-carrier
adhesives, all of the starch slurry is partially swollen
to a fixed viscosity (caustic addition is varied), and
then quenched with boric acid solution (rather
than borax). These formulas are more tolerant
to swings in alkali sensitivity. Another option to
use existing high shear mixing equipment is to
test the alkali sensitivity of incoming batches and
adjust caustic level based on these values. For
this I recommend an alkali sensitivity viscosity
test rather than a settling test, as a settling test
will take 24 hours to run. If you decide to follow
this route I can assist with test methods, however
the bulk of formulation work you will need to do
yourself based on adhesive performance.”
–Answered by Roman Skuratowicz,Lead Industrial
Application Specialist at Ingredion Inc

Source: https://askralph-aiccbox.org
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Design Ideas

Fruits & Vegetable Packaging
The main aim was to design
sustainable packaging and
reduce unnecessary plastic
waste, which is usually left
after unpacking groceries at
home. This idea came across
with involves recycling
cardboard boxes which are
used for delivery in majority
stores all over the world. So
this could not only reduce
plastic waste, but waste
shopping centres produce in
general.

This package is used to pack fruit &
vegetables & can use the packaging after
buying. It can be folded away & it turns
into a bowl, which one can serve the
fruit & vegetables on. The closing is done
with twines, which is made by stronger
holes with eyelets.
The twines let the goods ventilate, make
them visible & also work as a handle.

17
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Amazing Cardboard House

Source: https://www.re-thinkingthefuture.com
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Guaranteed Moisture Control

• No chemical added
• No line marking on imported paper
• Guaranteed increase in B/S & C/S
• No chance for fungus

• Exceptional finish & addition to aesthetics
• High coverage - low consumption
• Only solution for export boxes
• Suitable for auto laminator

assured results in any weather condition & refrigeration
only & the only
also Available

also Available

GROMOTECH
AGROCHEM PVT LTD.
E-40, MIDC, Islampur, Dist. Sangli. 415 409 (MS) India
+91 2342 - 221153 +91 9922992719
www.gromotech.in
gromotechstarch@gmail.com
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50 YEARS IN THE SERVICE OF
CORRUGATED PACKAGING INDUSTRY

Make Sure It’s

The Symbol of Quality
in Corrugated Machinery

Note:

Date

Machine

Nature of B/down

Reported
by

Attended by
Reason

BREAK-DOWN REGISTER

To enter the above details in the Machine History Card only when single break-down instance exceeds 2 hours or it consumes spares.

Time of
breakdown

®

Action

Completed
Time & date

B/down
hours

Remarks /
Technician

®

GOODS RECEIPT NOTE

Date :

GRN no :

Material :
Qty :

Supplier :

Invoice no.

Date :

P.O. no :

Date :

Accepted

QA Status :
(tick any one)

Rejected

Remarks :

Hold

QA Incharge :

Instructions : a) To be made 1+1 by stores on arrival of material & forward both to QA.
b) QA to inspect & fill up the hi-lited area & return it to stores.
c) Stores to send the orginal to Accounts with other documents for payment clearence & duplicate to be filed.
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Date :

GRN no :

Material :
Qty :

Supplier :

Invoice no.

Date :

P.O. no :

Date :

QA Status :
(tick any one)

Accepted

Rejected

Remarks :

Hold

QA Incharge :

Instructions : a) To be made 1+1 by stores on arrival of material & forward both to QA.
b) QA to inspect & fill up the hi-lited area & return it to stores.
c) Stores to send the orginal to Accounts with other documents for payment clearence & duplicate to be filed.

